Cleantech in Australia is lagging
the rest of the world. California is
moving forward with its emissions
trading scheme, lreland, despite
being broke, is driving hard to
deliver a large-scale wave power
industry and even the UK - not
famed for its sunshine - is rolling
out large-scale solar projects
driven by its commercial scale
feed-in tariff.
Even the countries that are supposed to be
the laggards are moving forward ahead of
Australia. Korea is driving economic growth

through its Global Green Growth lnitiative,
China is driving the growth and development
of many cleantech industries to both clean
up its own problems and to create export
industries, and lndia is driving utility_scale
solar projects.

There is now even talk of a North Asia
emissions trading scheme involving China,
Korea and Japan. Australian cleantech

involved in projects in each ofthese
countries, but the domestic market stands
is

in stark contrast.
There is some progress at home, although it
appears to be far from the top ofthe political

Chinese wind - Chinese wind turbine suppliers

willfinally enter the Australian market and
move quickly to dominate the local supply
with high quality, cheap products.201 1 may
even see provisional commitments for some
local assembly by Chinese companies;
Large solar - Whilst the Solar Flagships
program will fail to deliver on its promises,
the state-based schemes will drive 30_50
MW projects that may even break dirt in
1 . There will also be a growing
roll_out
of small utility projects (1 -3 MW) and also
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of commercialscale projects (50,200 kW)
around the country. There will be no
progress on the harmonisation of the
state based feed-in tariffs;
Asian money - ln the same way that
investment has been coming from Asia into
the mining sector, 201 1 will see the first of the
large scale Asian investments Into the cleantech
sector in Australia.This will open up the sector
to growth and may be the catalyst for Australia
to build some momentum in the sector;

Local money - there is also likely to be a
growing interest and roll-out of community
financed projects, where communities take

control of local development and, at the same
time, secure the investment returns;
lnsurance takes the lead - globally, there

or investment agendas. What will 20i 1 bring?

a strong move from the insurance industry

Willwe fallfurther behind the rest of the woild
or will we start to play catch-up? Here are our
top cleantech forecasts for 201 1 in Australia:

to quantify the risks inherent in climate
change and the associated regulatory
measures. The Australian insurance market
is likely to start asserting its influence over
investment decisions during 201 1. lndeed,
the insurance industry may end taking the
lead in the climate debate and in driving
industry and government to adopt and
develop cleantech solutions.

d6ji vu - The carbon debate will have
of ddj) vu with the same arguments
pulled out to oppose a broad based emissions
Carbon
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trading scheme as were used so successfully to
destroy the CPRS;
Scrambling pollies -There will be an
increasing realisation within the community
that we are dropping far behind the rest of
the world and the politicians will then start to
scramble to show that there is progress;
lnternational benefits - Companies and
investors will form international partnerships
to secure the greatest benefit from the world,s
shift towards sustainability;

Australia needs to decide on its vision for
the future. lf we want to have a strong

position in a future sustainable world, then
we need to start moving quickly before we
are left too far behind. Alternatively, we can
continue on our current path ofdigging up
(admittedly highly profitable) dirt and
being
a nice spot for a holiday.
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